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About Us


We're fusing real-world expertise with innovation to make businesses work better
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Industries








	
	 Banking and Capital Markets
	 Consumer Goods and Retail
	 Healthcare and Life Sciences
	 High Tech
	 Insurance



	



	
	 Manufacturing
	 Media, Publishing and Entertainment
	 Private Equity
	 Software and Digital Platforms
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All Industries


We couple our deep industry knowledge with expertise in digital solutions and analytics to create meaningful outcomes for clients.
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Services








	
	 Artificial Intelligence
	 Automation
	 Cloud
	 Data and Analytics
	 Experience
	 Technology 
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	 Sales and Commercial
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	 Supply Chain Management
	 Trust and Safety
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All Services


We provide a range of business and technology services designed to drive digital transformation, innovation, and growth for our clients.
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Our Work


We help businesses work better. Fueled by real-world expertise and realized through innovation, our work enables companies to shape the future
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How We Think








	
	 From our Chief Digital Strategist
	 Instinctive Enterprise
	 Building Resilience



	



	
Featured Insights

	 AI and data analytics
	 Cloud technologies
	 Customer and employee experience
	 Environmental, social, and governance
	 Growth
	 Intelligent automation
	 New business models
	 Operational excellence
	 Resilience
	 Risk
	 Change management
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How We Think


Industry insights and thought leadership from Genpact's transformation leaders on how to make businesses work better
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We empower clients, through applied AI solutions, to drive unparalleled outcomes
 




LEARN MORE








Discover AI insights









Artificial intelligence, real value


Artificial intelligence is transforming the world’s largest businesses, and so are we. Learn more about how we are embracing AI to drive outcomes and create real value.




















HFS ranks Genpact a market leader in generative enterprise services




Read more





















Bring generative AI to regulatory compliance for a competitive edge




Read the case study





















Genpact and Advantage Solutions: transforming consumer goods operations




Read more





















Break boundaries with the power of generative AI




Learn how





















Genpact and ServiceNow embed AI in source-to-pay solutions




See how





























Services

Digital

	

Automation





	

Automation


	

Artificial intelligence





	

Artificial intelligence


	

Cloud
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Data and analytics
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Business

	

Customer care





	

Customer care
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Risk and compliance
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Finance and accounting
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Sourcing and procurement
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Supply chain management


	

Sales and commercial
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Trust and safety







	



Automation does more than eliminate manual processes. See what intelligent automation can do for you.





LEARN MORE









Improve procurement processes with ServiceNow



LEARN MORE

















	



Embed artificial intelligence and machine learning to transform into an enterprise that thrives on data-driven decision making.





LEARN MORE









A framework for responsible generative AI



Learn more

















	



Manage your cloud migration and modernization with solutions for greater business resilience, agility, and innovation.





LEARN MORE









Olympus build its business transformation on AWS cloud. You can too.



SEE CASE STUDY

















	



Turn data into decisions with advanced analytics and the people who understand your business.





LEARN MORE









Transform decision-making with process intelligence



LEARN MORE

















	



Connect different technologies and applications within a powerful digital core so your business can reach its goals.





LEARN MORE









How Astellas Pharma built a leading ERP with SAP



WATCH VIDEO

















	



We work with Rightpoint, a Genpact company, to put employee and customer experiences at the heart of every transformation.
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Improve experiences with Salesforce



LEARN MORE

















	



Attract and retain customers with empathetic customer care driven by the cloud.





LEARN MORE









The cloud can provide cover for omnichannel customer support



READ ARTICLE

















	



Explore how Genpact's risk and compliance services help organizations mitigate business and financial risks, and improve regulatory compliance.





LEARN MORE









US SEC climate disclosures: Seven core principles for businesses to adopt



READ POINT OF VIEW

















	



Unlock the full value of finance with a connected ecosystem that delivers visibility, growth, and resilience.





LEARN MORE









Thriving through inflation



READ POINT OF VIEW

















	



Grow profits and transform spend management with more strategic procurement and sourcing services.





LEARN MORE









Committing to sustainability with responsible sourcing



READ BLOG

















	



Build an agile supply chain to boost resilience and control costs in the face of disruption.





LEARN MORE









Building a hyperconnected supply chain for an industrial powerhouse



WATCH VIDEO

















	



Put your customers at the heart of your sales operations to drive growth.





LEARN MORE









Beat the four challenges to selling to small and medium-sized businesses



READ BLOG

















	



Environment, social, and governance: unlock the next lever of transformative impact.





LEARN MORE









Paving a smoother road to carbon neutrality



READ CASE STUDY

















	



Build trust online and protect users and workers with enhanced safety operations.





LEARN MORE









Securing a hate-speech-free environment for a tech giant



READ CASE STUDY






























Our leadership






“Our holistic approach – infused with AI – creates outsized value for the companies we partner with, empowering them to shape the future of their businesses and industries”



BK Kalra

President and Chief Executive Officer





Meet the team












What's new and next



















Genpact reports full year and fourth quarter 2023 results




Learn more





















Genpact integrates riskCanvas with Amazon Bedrock to transform financial crime




Learn more





















The CPG and retail playbook for navigating disruption while driving innovation




Learn more





















Rightpoint, a Genpact Company, introduces ‘Total Experience’ approach to help enterprises meet AI’s rapid adoption




Learn more





















Dataiku and Genpact join forces to deliver MLOps and responsible AI solutions




Learn more





















Powering digital transformation with Data-Tech-AI




Learn more





















Genpact named to Forbes' list of Best Employers 2022 for the second year in a row




Learn more





















Tech for Progress 360: Part 3 - Taking diversity, equity, and inclusion from ambition to reality




Learn more





















Climate Vault and Genpact partner to accelerate a carbon-neutral future




Learn more
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Banking and capital markets


Enabling financial services firms to win in the digital economy, better serve customers, and be the future of banking



Learn more





	






Consumer goods and retail


Unlock digitally led operations and digital innovation to forecast consumers' needs and meet them



Learn more





	






Healthcare and life sciences


Build a better ecosystem of drugs, devices, and healthcare to keep people safe and well



Learn more





	






High tech industry


Transform high-tech operations, sales, and supply chains for seamless experiences and accelerated growth



Learn more





	






Insurance


We partner with insurers to create new business models with digital and data, building an industry that works better for people



Learn more





	






Manufacturing


Manufacturers need agility. Our digitally enabled operations and digital-led innovation deliver new ways to thrive



Learn more





	






Media, publishing, and entertainment


Industries are converging. We help media, publishing, and entertainment businesses adapt – fast – with digital tech and analytics



Learn more





	






Private equity


Boost the value of portfolio companies. From due diligence to exit strategies, we transform performance at speed



Learn more





	






Software and digital platforms


Harness the power of digital and data to create the operating model that delivers growth today



Learn more






























"Thanks to our partnership with Genpact, we're successfully using artificial intelligence to transform our finance function."




Mondelēz International
















Transform your career

Join us in the relentless pursuit of better – a better world, better career, better opportunities, and better you.



SEARCH AND APPLY
















Like what you see?


CONTACT US
















The relentless pursuit of a world that works

better for people
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